Let R be the curvature tensor of a simply connected d-dimensional (d > 4) Riemannian manifold M. T. Y. Thomas [2] has proved that if the rank of R is not too small, there exist conditions expressed in terms of polynomials in the coordinates of R which are satisfied if and only if Mean be immersed in the Euclidean space R d+ \ The proof is existential; the polynomials are not all given explicitly. Using the notion of Grassmann algebra we shall find a single, rather simple condition on R necessary and sufficient for the existence of an immersion i: M-* M(K) with second fundamental form of rank at least four, where M(K) is a complete (d + l)-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curvature K. If coordinates are introduced this condition can be expressed algebraically in terms of polynomial equations and inequalities in the coordinates of R. The case K -0 yields an explicit variant of Thomas' result. is by definition Dφ, the horizontal part of dφ. In the case of 1-forms or 1-vectors we write xy, rather than x Λ y, for the Grassmann product. 
urthermore, the R a -valued 1-form defined by (3) ^ = ^l d+ i°ψ satisfies the conditions stated in the theorem. This form is, of course, one expression for the second fundamental form of the immersed manifold.
Conversely, given a form σ on F(M) with the stated properties we must produce an immersion i: M-> M. To do this we first find a differentiable map φ: F{M)-+F{M) satisfying the differential equations (2) and (3). Consider the 1-forms
, where we use the same notation for a form on one factor and that form pulled back to the product manifold by a projection. We want to apply the Frobenius theorem to these forms. Taking account of the structural equations one sees that its hypothesis holds provided Σicσ k ω k = 0; dφ tJ = -^jcφ iJc φ kj + σ i σ j + Kω t ωj; and dσ t = -2 fc^fc tf fc . But these conditions follow from the corresponding equations in (1)-in the case of the last one because for a (or any other unvalued horizontal equivariant 1-form on g, g) given by the Frobenius theorem is the graph of a differentiable function ψ' defined on a neighborhood U of g e F{M), carrying g to g, and satisfying (2) and (3). Subject to these conditions φ' is unique, except for the size of its domain. This proves j: V -* M is an immersion similarly one checks that its second fundamental form is σ\π~\V). But an immersion is controlled by its second fundamental form; explicitly in the case at hand, if j f is another such immersion of V in M with j(m) = j'(m) and dj m = dj' m for some one m e V, then j -j'. This uniqueness property, the simple connectedness of M, and the special character of M are the essential points in a proof (which we omit) that out of local immersions as above a global immersion i: M-* M can be constructed of which σ is the second fundamental form. (1) Reversing the process, suppose that S is a differentiate field of linear operators on the tangent spaces of M such that R = S Λ S + K. Let σ be the horizontal, equivariant R a -valued 1-form on F(M) corresponding to S. Then Φ i3 -a i σ i + Kω % ωy The other two conditions on σ follow automatically if the rank of R -K, that is, the minimum rank of R m -K for m e M, is not too small. Explicitly:
The Gauss equation. Of the conditions
Proof. By a symmetry of R, shared by K, we have @ ζβ(x)S(u) 9 yv) = 0, where © denotes the sum over the cyclic permutations of x, u, y. Eliminating v we get @{«S(τ/), #> -<y, S(x)y)S(u)} = 0. But since rank S A S > 3, the same is true for S, and it follows that ζS(y), xy = <y, S(α?)>. But the symmetry of S is equivalent to Σ^σ^ωj, -0.
To prove the second assertion (due essentially to T. Y. Thomas), we apply D to the equation Φ tJ = σ i σ ό + Kω t ωj. Since Dω = 0 and DΦ -0 (Bianchi identity) we get Ώo i Λ a 5 -σ t Λ DίXj. The rank condition implies rank S > 4, hence rank σ > 4. Thus the result is a consequence of the following. LEMMA = 0 for all p e P, so that w t = 0 also.
Summarizing 9 if M and M are as in Theorem 1 and rank (R -K)> 4, then M can be immersed in M if and only if R -K is decomposable, i.e. expressible as S A S with S a differentiate field of linear operators on the tangent spaces of M.
In the following section we consider the purely Grassmannian question of the decomposability of R m -K at a single point of M. To complete the proof it will suffice to find numbers λ ly •••, λ d such that for any i < j we have K tj = λ έ λj For then the equation Tie^j) = KijUiUj becomes T(e& 3 ) = (λ 4 %i)(λ^), and by definding S: V-> W to be the linear transformation such that S(e t ) -X t u t we get T = S Λ S.
Decomposability^ Let
Call a set i, j, k of indices a triple if i < j < k and w β , %, ^f c are independent. For each triple consider the equations K i3 = λ έ λj, iΓ έj = \\JCJ K jΊC = λjλ fc . Since the if s are positive there is a unique positive solution \i,Xj,\ k .
Since each index i is in at least one triple we get at least one such value for λ,. We must show that the values obtained from two different triples containing i are the same. We need only consider triples of the form i, j, p and i, j, q, for it will be clear from the proof in this case that the position of ί in a triple is immaterial and that the case where five indices are involved may be reduced to the present one using rank T > 4. We know that
T(e t e p ) = XiλpUiUp T(e t e q )
=
First consider the case in which the vectors u t9 u j9 u p9 u q are linearly independent. By Lemma 4, T(e t e p ) A T{e 3 e q ) = -T(eje p ) A T{e % e q ), but since u i u p u ό u q Φ 0 this implies X t μ 3 = μ t Xj. But also X t X 3 = μ % μ 5 , and since the numbers in the last two equations are all positive we get λ< = μ t . Now suppose u if UjU p ,u q are dependent, hence span a 3-dimensional subspace. Since rank T > 4 there must exist an index r (say r > p, q) such that u i9 u j9 u p , u r and UiU 3 u q9 u r are each linearly independent. Thus the values of X t determined by i 9 j, p and i 9 j, p are the same as that determined by i, j,r.
This shows the existence of S such that T = S A S uniqueness up to sign is implicit in the proof, for the only ultimate element of choice is in the orientation of u 19 i.e. the use of u λ rather than -u4 
What conditions on T i3 are necessary and sufficient for T to be decomposable, or alternatively (if rank T > 4) for T to carry coherently crossed to coherently crossed or coplanar bivectors ? Necessary is that T carry decomposable to decomposable bivectors, and this is easily proved equivalent to Proof. The bivectors α, 6, c are either crossed or collinear. We show:
(1) if crossed, then for some a, β 9 γ we have J(aβy) Φ 0, In the first two cases above we can write α, 6, c in the form of (4), hence a - Kxy, c = Myz. For (1) , since x, y, z independent there are indices α, β 9 γ such that x, y, z are independent, hence α, 6, care independent, and the result follows. For (2), suppose Δ(aβy) Φ 0. Using the above notation we have KLM > 0. Notice that any two canonical bases (lexicographic order) for Λ 2 U have the same orientation. Thus Δ(aβy) > 0. The proof of (3) is similar.
A further necessary condition for decomposability of T is that T ijf T ik , T jk be coherently crossed or coplanar. Assuming (1), this is equivalent to (6) If 1 < i < j < k < d, then either T ij9 T ίJc , T jJc are coplanar or there exist indices l<tf</3<γ<cZ such that 5 Summary. Again let R be the curvature transformation of the simply connected manifold M. For simplicity we discuss the case M = R d+ι . Assume that (at each point) rank R > 4 and R carries coherently crossed to coherently crossed or coplanar bivectors. It is clear that the proof of Theorem 2 applies simultaneously to all R n with n any point of a convex neighborhood C of m e M. One need only use the simple connectedness of C to choose the orientations of the various choices of u x consistently. We thus obtain a differentiate field of linear operators S such that R = S A S, first locally, then as usual, globally. When rank R > 3 we can still prove R decomposable, but the Codazzi equation may fail thus our criterion for immersion, while always sufficient, is necessary only in the case of immersions for which the second fundamental form S has rank at least four. Call such an immersion 4-regular.
This same argument, with R -K in place of K, proves For a given M one may ask for the set 3ίί of numbers K such that M has a regular immersion in an M(K). Consider two cases:
(i) If R does not preserve decomposability, say R(xyf Φ 0, then M is not immersible in R a+1 and ^Γ contains at most the number K determined by the necessary condition R(xy) = S(x)S(y) + Kxy. We check as above whether K e 3?Γ.
(ii) If R preserves decomposability, so that (5) holds, ^f may well be infinite. By studying conditions (6), (7) one can characterize ^f in terms of polynomials in an unknown K and the coordinates of R.
